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ABSTRACT
Triangulation and histological studies were made of
skin ablation depths following skin treatments with a
Fotona Dynamis Er:YAG laser system. The following
laser handpieces were used in the study: Full beam
handpieces R04 and R11; Stamping patterned handpieces
PS01, PS02 and PS03; fractionated handpiece FS01 and c)
Scanning fractional handpiece F22.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, cutaneous laser resurfacing using
the Er:YAG laser has gained popularity among laser
surgeons and the public [1-10]. Among all laser
wavelengths, the cutaneous absorption of the Er:YAG
laser energy by water is the highest, allowing for
superficial tissue ablation and fine control.

The laser fluence (F) was found to be the major
parameter that determines the ablation depth during
Er:YAG skin treatments. Here, F=E/A, where E is the
energy of the laser pulse, and A is the laser spot size area.
Above the ablation threshold Fthr, the ablation depth (D)
was found to grow approximately linearly with the fluence
as D = K x (F- Fthr) where K ≈ 4 m.cm2/J. For the same
fluence, ablation depths were within experimental error
independent of pulse duration, pulse energy and spot size.

Appropriate laser parameters depend on the type
of Er:YAG laser system used and the specific
resurfacing indication. In this study, we carried out invivo
histological
and
ex-vivo
triangulation
measurements in order to develop a systematic
understanding of the ablative effects of the Fotona
Dynamis Er:YAG laser handpieces.

With identical fluences, the ablation depths achieved
with the full beam handpieces R04 and R11 were
measured to be the same as those obtained with the
patterned beam handpieces PS01, PS02 and PS03, and as
well with the stamping fractionated handpiece FS01. This
is due to the fact that the Fotona Dynamis patterned and
stamping fractionated handpieces do not use any
focusing optics to create smaller micro beams. Instead,
the full beam is divided into smaller beams by a metal
screen or diffractive optics. As a result, the fluence of
each individual micro beam remains unchanged and is of
the same top-hat spatial distribution of the full beam.

a) Laser and handpieces
The Er:YAG laser used in the study was a Fotona
Dynamis Er:YAG laser system (Fig. 1)

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ablation depths achieved with the scanning fractional
handpiece F22 were found to follow the same linear
dependence on laser fluence.
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Fig. 1: Fotona Dynamis Er:YAG laser system.
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The Dynamis laser system was fitted with one of
the following handpieces:
a) R04 and R11 full beam handpieces,
b) PS01, PS02 and PS03 patterned handpieces
c) FS01 stamping fractionated handpiece
d) F22 scanning fractionated handpiece.
There are two approaches to skin resurfacing: fullfield (or full beam) and fractional [30-38]. In full-field
resurfacing, the entire surface area of the skin within
the laser spot is affected by the laser. The fractional
technique is based on a concept of producing an array
of microscopic wounds on the skin surface that are
rapidly re-epithelialized by the surrounding,
undamaged tissue, sparing the epidermis in the
untreated areas (Fig. 2).
Full Field

With scanning fractionated handpieces, the laser
beam is concentrated and focused into a very small
micro beam that is scanned over a treated area. The
micro beam energy is the same as the full-field pulse
energy which enables higher fluences and deeper
treatments. Also, the treatment areas and the pixel
density can be easily changed via the keyboard.
The Fotona Er:YAG Dynamis laser system allows
the practitioner to use the following manual
handpieces: three patterned titanium handpieces:
PS01, PS02 and PS03, and fractionated handpiece
FS01 in addition to two full beam titanium handpieces
R04 and R11 (see Fig. 4).
R04 full beam handpiece.

R11 full beam handpiece.

Fractional
The PS01 patterned handpiece
consists of a full beam R04
handpiece with an installed metal
screen at the output part of the
handpiece.
The PS02 patterned handpiece
consists of a full beam R04
handpiece with an installed metal
screen inside the handpiece optics.

Fig. 2: As opposed to full-field resurfacing, fractional
resurfacing is based on a concept of producing an array of
smaller wounds.

There are also two types of fractionated handpiece
technologies, stamping and scanning (Fig. 3).

The PS03 patterned handpiece
consists of a full beam R11
handpiece with an installed metal
screen inside the handpiece optics.

The FS02 fractionated handpiece
consists of a full beam R04 with an
installed an additional diffractive
optical element in front of the same
focusing lens, and there is a single
detachable spacer that defines the
position of the focal plane of exit
lens.

Fig. 4: Fotona Dynamis Er:YAG laser manual handpieces.
Patterned and fractionated handpieces are identical to full beam
handpieces in their construction, the only difference is an
additional metal screen or diffractive optical element installed.

a) STAMPING

b) SCANNING

Fig. 3: Two types of fractionated handpiece technologies.

With stamping handpieces, the full laser beam
(spot) is divided into many small beams (micro beams
or pixels), and the pixel fluence is comparable to the
total laser beam fluence. The pixel energy is a
fractional part of the total pulse energy.

The Fotona Dynamis manual handpieces PS01,
PS02, PS03 and FS01 do not use any focusing
optics to create smaller micro beam dots. Instead, the
full beam is divided into smaller beams.
As a result, the fluence of each individual micro
beam remains unchanged and is the same to that
of the full beam. Here, the fluence (F) is defined as
energy density, F = E/A (in J/cm2), where E is the
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energy of the laser pulse, A =  s2/4 is the micro
beam spot size area, and s is the spot size diameter of
the laser beam at the skin surface.
The Fotona scanning fractionated handpiece F22 (FRunner) is shown in Fig. 5. The F-Runner utilizes a fixed,
250 µm spot size and offers a 2% to 60% coverage range.
As opposed to the manual stamping handpieces, the full
beam of the scanning F22 fractionated handpiece is
focused into a single small spot of 250 microns
diameter, and thus much higher fluences and
ablative depths can be achieved.

The measured surface is illuminated by a diode laser
beam, formed into a light plane. The bright laser beam
is visible on the illuminated surface and captured by a
camera (See Fig. 6). The design of the system ensures
highly-accurate and repeatable measurements as well
as the facility for photographic recording and visual
comparisons (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Screenshots of ‘Volume_analyser’ software showing
various stages in volume analysis.

Typical examples of the triangulation images of
Er:YAG laser ablated holes are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 5: Scanning fractionated handpiece F22 (F-Runner,
Fotona d.d.).

b) Laser triangulation measurements
Human skin obtained during abdominal surgery was
used in the study. Because of the very small volumes of
ablated skin in many of the measurements, a highlyaccurate methodology was required to make the
appropriate measurements of the ablated depths in the
skin.

Fig. 8: Triangulation images of the ablated holes following a
treatment with: a) stamping patterned handpiece PS01,
position 1.7mm overall spot size; b) stamping patterned
handpiece PS01, position 3.7mm overall spot size; c) full
beam handpiece R04, 7 mm spot size.
Fig. 6: Schematic showing operation of profilometer, and
general assembly of the equipment.

To achieve this, a specialized measurement
assembly has been developed and proven to be
effective at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at
the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. This makes use
of a laser profilometer running in conjunction with
custom ‘Volume_analyser’ software [12-14]. The
method is based on the optical triangulation principle.

c) Histological measurements
The histological data of six male patients were
analyzed. All patients consented to biopsies following
the treatment with the Dynamis Er:YAG F22
scanning fractionated handpiece.
d) Theoretical calculations
Most researchers agree that the erbium lasers’ high
ablation efficiency results from micro-explosions of
overheated tissue water [11, 15]. This type of thermo-
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mechanical ablation mechanism must be distinguished
from mechanisms involving strong acoustic transients,
plasma formation, or transient bubble formation, which
can be encountered at higher laser intensities. Here, we
apply a previously developed microscopic physical model
of the micro-explosions [28]. The previously published
model examined only the initiation of explosive material
removal. In this paper, we improve upon this model by
considering the ablation process above the ablation
threshold. In the model, the process of confined boiling is
modeled by considering the thermodynamic behavior of
tissue water when it is heated within an elastic tissue [28].
The thermodynamic behavior of tissue water, which is the
major absorber of Er:YAG (2.94 mm) laser irradiation, is
combined with the elastic response of the surrounding
solid medium. This is complemented by one-dimensional
treatment of heat diffusion using a finite-difference
scheme, and modeling protein denaturation kinetics with
the Arrhenius integral [34]. The developed model explicitly
links laser and tissue parameters with the end effects of
ablation and residual heat deposition. We used this model
to determine the influence of laser parameters on the
desired surgical end effects in the treated tissue.
III. RESULTS
a) In-vitro Ablation Depth Measurements
The fluence (F) is one of the main settings for skin
resurfacing. It is defined as energy density:
(1)

F = E/A

Where E is the energy of the laser pulse, A = 
s2/4 is the spot size area, and s is the spot size
diameter of the laser beam at the skin surface. Usually
it is calculated in J/cm2. Typical Er:YAG fluences for
a skin resurfacing are between 0.5 to 50 J/cm2.

Ablation depth (m)

Figure 9 shows the ablation depths, as calculated
using the MEC micro-explosions computer model, for
different pulse durations as a function of laser fluence.

Fluence (J/cm2)

Fig. 9: Dependence of skin ablation depth on laser pulse
fluence and pulse duration, as calculated from the MEC
micro-explosions computer model.

The above calculated results are highly congruent
with the in-vitro measurements of ablation depths in
human skin obtained during abdominal surgery. Figure
10 shows ablative depths as measured with the laser
triangulation technique for the full beam handpiece
R04 set to a 3 mm spot size.

Fig. 10: Dependence of human skin ablation depth on laser
pulse fluence and pulse duration, as measured with the laser
triangulation method (R04 handpiece, 3 mm spot size). The
ablation depth (D) depends linearly on the pulse fluence (F)
as D= K x F where K = (3.7+- 0.3) m cm2/J.

The MEC model and the experiment show that
there is a threshold fluence under which there is no
ablation (non-ablative regime). Ablation threshold
fluence depends slightly on the pulse duration (it is
higher for longer pulse durations), and ranges from 1.6
to 2.2 J/cm2. Note that clinically a slight ablation may
be observed already at lower fluences. This is
attributed to skin surface in homogeneities and surface
sweat that facilitate earlier ablation.
Figure 11 shows that above the ablation threshold
Fthr, the measured ablation depth (D) grows
approximately linearly with the fluence as D = K x (F
- Fthr) where K = 3.7 m cm2/J. Note that the
dependence of the ablation depth on the pulse
duration is relatively weak. The major parameter is the
laser pulse fluence. Note also that the exact values of
the ablation threshold and of the linear ablation slope
(K) will depend on the patient skin type, treatment
location, skin hydration level and other conditions.
The laser pulse energy is a good predictor of the
ablative depth only when the same spot size is used. For
the same fluence at different spot sizes, the pulse laser
energy will vary considerably, while the ablative depth
will be the same. Figure 11 shows that for different spot
sizes, the ablative effect will be the same for the same
fluence but not for the same pulse energy. For example,
at a fluence of 5J/cm2, an ablative depth of
approximately 10 m will be achieved with a pulse
energy of: 350 mJ with a 3 mm spot size, 980 mJ with a 5
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mm spot size, and 1920 mJ with a 7 mm spot size.

Since the triangulation method is not suitable for
measuring very deep holes, the ablative effect of the
scanning fractionated handpiece F22 was measured by
obtaining histological results following the Er:YAG
laser treatments. A typical histological picture of a hole
in the human skin following treatment with the F22
handpiece is shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 11: Dependence of ablation depth on laser pulse
fluence and spot size, as measured with the laser
triangulation method using full beam R04 handpiece and
fractionated FS01 handpiece, 300 s pulse duration). The
ablation depth (D) depends linearly on the pulse fluence (F)
as D= K x F where K = (3.8+- 0.3) m cm2/J.

The Fotona Dynamis manual stamping handpieces
PS01, PS01, PS03 and FS01 do not use any focusing
optics to create smaller beam dots. Instead, the full beam
is divided into smaller beams by a metal screen or
diffractive optical element. As a result, the fluence of
each individual fractionated beam remains unchanged
and is the same as that of the full beam. Here, the fluence
(F) is defined as energy density, F = E/A (in J/cm2),
where E is the energy of the laser pulse, A =  s2/4 is the
micro beam spot size area, and s is the spot size diameter
of the laser beam at the skin surface. The ablative effect
of the stamping handpieces PS01, PS02, PS03 and FS01
on the human skin is thus identical to the ablative effect
of the full beam handpieces R04 or R11. Figure 12 shows
the ablation depths for different types of handpieces. The
ablative depths follow the same linear dependence on
laser fluence, independently of the handpiece type.

Fig. 13: A histological picture of an ablated pixel, using the
scanning fractionated handpiece F22 (laser energy 30 mJ).

The dependence of the ablation depth on the F22
handpiece pulse energy as obtained from histological
pictures is shown in Fig. 14. The Er:YAG pulse
duration was 300 s.

Fig. 14: Dependence of ablation depth on micro beam
fluence for the F22 scanning fractionated handpiece, as
obtained from histological results. The ablation depth (D)
depends linearly on the maximal pulse fluence within a
micro beam as D= K x (F- Fthr) where K = (4.3+- 0.2) m
cm2/J.
Fig. 12: Dependence of ablation depth on laser pulse
fluence and handpiece type, as measured with the laser
triangulation method). The ablative depths follow the same
linear dependence of laser full beam or micro beam fluence,
independently of the handpiece type. The ablation depth
(D) depends linearly on the pulse fluence (F) as D= K x ( FFthr) where K = (3.7+- 0.4) m cm2/J.

IV. DISCUSSION
The optical technologies in the two fractionated
handpieces, F22 and FS01 are different. The micro
beam of the F22 handpiece is generated by focusing
an apertured full beam into a single intense micro
beam that is being scanned over a treatment area. On
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the other hand, the micro beams of the FS01
handpiece are generated by diffracting (using a
diffraction lens) the full beam into a large number of
simultaneous micro beams. The spatial beam
distribution of the micro beams is therefore slightly
different for the two fractionated handpieces. The
micro beam spatial distribution of the FS01 handpiece
is with approximately a top-hat beam profile while the
spatial distribution of the F22 micro beam follows
approximately the shape of an Airy function. In order
to compare the ablation efficacy of both types of
handpieces, the nominal diameter of the F22 micro
beam was defined to represent the diameter at one
third of the beam’s maximal amplitude. Using this
definition, the peak amplitude is approximately the
same for the micro beams of both types of
fractionated handpieces, providing the micro beam
energies and nominal beam diameters are the same.
This
was
confirmed
experimentally
where
approximately the same ablation factor K was
obtained for both types of fractionated handpieces.

4.

V. .CONCLUSIONS

15.

Dependences of human skin ablation on Er:YAG
laser parameters were determined for different pulse
durations, spot sizes and handpieces. The laser fluence
F = E/A, where E is the pulse energy and A is the
laser spot area, was found to be the most important
parameter for determining the ablation depth. For all
pulse durations, spot sizes and laser handpieces, the
ablation depth (D) was determined to depend
approximately linearly on the laser fluence: D = K x
(F - Fthr
cm2/J.
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